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by Sandi Monroe
December 12th seems far
cal
in the future, but mark your calendars now: this is one event
don’t want to miss.
that you don't
At 7:00 p.m. in the Dora
Brown Memorial
Maclellan
Chapel, the Oratorio choir,
under the direction of Dr. John
Hamm, will sing portions of
Handel’s
‘The
Handel's 'The
F.
George
Messiah’ - a glorious way to
Messiah'
usher in the Christmas season.
Preparationss for the concon
Preparation
cert are already underway.
Comprising about sixty members
of the Covenant College y,
Community,
Lookout Mountain Communit
the choir practices on Monday
accom
nights with rehearsal accomI . David Halvorsen.
panists I.
Cove
Soloists are Covenant graduates Becky Barker,
soprano, and Diana Nortaro,
mezzo-soprano,
ano, and Covenant
mezzo-sopr
students Ted Himebook, tenor,
Jonathan Musselman
Musselman,, baritone,
and Beth Ann Piske, sorprano.

by Beth Ann Piske
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EDITORIAL •:• EDUCATION IN THE U.S.
‘I think students are becoming and religious institutions each
"“ 'I
elitest intellectual, humanitarian, some point in our time here at
As human beings, we must
less reflective, less concerned feel they must have a degree of or "truth
“truth seeker"?
seeker”? It seems that Covenant we must step out of assume our responsibilities to
about human beings, more influence at some stage in the the student whosits on his spine these prescribed roles that we
Him whose image we bear by
materialistic’ . . . individuals'
greedy, more materialistic'
individuals’ formal development. with his eyes half lidded can be turn
tum to for security, realize our- taking our places at His table
‘They’re interested in making Friedrich takes a close look at found not only at universities selves and our situations and de- and feeding ourselves with what
'They're
money and in finding a job that each of these goals of
o f education, throughout the U.S. but at cide what it is that we are pur- is provided rather than allowing
gives them a lot of power and a noting how they influenced devdev Covenant College as well. We suing under the label oflearning.
of learning, ourselves to be led to our seats
lot
Of
Status.,
" eelopment
Iopment ooff eeducational
d ucation
. al princiof
status.’
princi have our own peculiar roles ooff For it is only by the individual's
individual’s and spoonfed.by whoever takes
These are the words of AlexAlex pies
class "prep_,"
“p rep/’ shouldering of responsibility us by the hand.
ples and construction of propro upper
middle
o f higher grams during their periods of saander Astin, professor of
sa pre-seminarian saint, potential that he can begin to be truly
truly ededucation at UCLA, as quoted in Hence.
lience.
pastor’s wife milkmaid, "'jocks,"
‘“jocks,” ucated. Overhauled
O v erh au led institutions,
pastor's
feature stroy
stroy entitled
entitled "Five
“Five
“radicals.’’
In
aa feature
programs of compromise, and in
inIn conclusion,
conclusion, Friedrich
Friedrich says:
says: and "radicals."
Ways to
to Wisdom"
Wisdom” that
that appears
appears "If
Ways
pur dividualized methodologies can
Though our reasons for "purcan‘If improving
improving the
the quality
quality of
o f AmAmin the
the September
September 27
27 issue
issue of
of erican education is a matter of suing an education"
in
not teach the person who has
education” may range
TIME magazine.
magazine.
This article
article urgent national concern-and it from pleasing our parents to
TIMe
This
never thought for himself.
attention as it concon should be-then what is required looking for a husband or wife, at
merits our atten~ion
cerns a matt?r
matter which we have_
have all, besideds more dollars is more
some se~ous
serious sense: A widespread rededicaI hope, given s_ome
rededica
thought . . .that lS,
is, educattofl,,
education,. tion
tion to
to aa number
number of
of obvious
obvious but
but
In this thorou&h
thorough a1;1d
and ~oughtthought- somewhat neglected principles.
In_
That probing
probing research
research and
and hard
hard
ful piece, Otto Fnednch
Friedrich cites va- That
rious educators'
thinking be
be demanded
demanded of
of stustueducators’ laments of thinking
plummeting SAT scores and dents
dents (and
(and teachers
teachers too).
too). That
That
other evidences.
academic results
results be
be tested
tested and
a,ui
evidences of inadequate academic
college preparation. He asks measured.
measured. That
That intellectual
intellectual exexwhat it means to be educated cellance
cellance be
be not
not just
just acknowacknowand if this is in fact going on in ledged
e w a r d e d (p.72)
!edged but
but rrewarded."
(p.72)
( emphasis mine)
mine)
American institutions of learn- (emphasis
INTEGRATION OBSERVED
ing. In citing what these educaeducaprepara
tors blame for this ill preparaWhere is the student in this
Dear Editor:
tion and what he sees to be the picture? Does he not play a mama
An editorial appeared in a
A case -in
in point may be one
one thing
thing and
and religious
religious beliefs,
beliefs,
traditional goals of education, jor role in the existence of
being scientifically
scientifically unverifiable,
unverifiable,
Friedrich perhaps hands us a key education as a phenomenon?
recent issue of the Bagpipe indicated by the example being
urging students to make sure brought up in the Bagp_iP..e
to one of the doors to this probBagpipe are
are another
another thing.
thing. If
If this
this isis what
what
Shouldn’t he be the one to ask,
prob Shouldn't
.he faculty member is
is saying
lem's
that the teachers in Covenant editorial. In classroom discus- ~he
another’s
lem’s solution. It is those to before he buys into another's
College are in fact seeking to in- sion a teacher makes the remark then
then the
the student
student would
would do
do well
well
whom we give the responsibility decision, what education is?
tegrate faith and learning. This that a new observation in the to complain.
to educate-highschools, elemShouldn’t he decide for himself,
elem Shouldn't
to complain,
is good advice. None of us as particular field under considerMaybe
“ demanded
Maybe the professor is
is sayentary schools, the home and, before he is formally "demanded
of,” "tested,
“tested, measured and rere
ironically, television ("everyteachers has achieved a truly ation, while it may appear dam- ing
ing something
something quite
quite different.
different,
(“every of,"
warded,” how it is he whould go
holistic view ooff man and the aging to a Theistic world-view, is He
body blames t.v.",
He may be
be talking about
about certain
certain
t.v.” , p. 60)-·
60)-- warded,"
world, a view which takes into in fact not
that the educators blame and about obtaining an education?
not a threat to our Chris- scientific experiments, for inin
faith.
stance, which enable the scienaccount all ooff the relevant tian faith,
scien
it is societal forces who assume Or is he simply to be acted upon
tist to make certain observations
josthe responsibility to educate by these controlling forces, jos
biblical material and which sees
va
the correlation of that material
There are at least two about human behaviour. Is this
for self perpetuating reasons tled onto conveyor belts of va“ways of wisdom"
wisdom” to
re- a threat to our faith even if the
with the content of our discip- ways of interpreting such a re
who Friedrich · indicates in his rious "ways
lines. Students should hold us mark. Maybe the teacher is say- evidence seems to contradict
pro
edu emerge at the other end as prolisting of five purposes of eduto our commitment to think ing that there are two kinds of certain ideas in our belief syscation that have dominated duct?
tem: 'Not
‘Not at all,'
all,’ says the teacheducational theory and practice
There is a need for a "wide“wide Christianly in our areas of re- truth with which we have to tern:
deal:
deal : objective and subjective er, ‘for
'for all we have here to deal
throughout the past and in the spread rededication"
rededication” to an "obvi“ obvi search and teaching.
truth. Objective truth is what with are certain observations
pursu ous but somewhat neglected"
present: education for pursuneglected”
fur Principle.
ing careers, education for furprinciple. I believe the principrinci
On the other hand an adad can be observed in the labora- made on the basis ooff experimenta1 studies. It is when, out of
thering civilization, education ple is that of individual respon- ditional word, it seems to
to me, tory, is testable, verifiable and, tal
for facilitating thinking, educaeduca sibility. Responsibility of the in- needs to be said.
Students therefore, reliable. Subjective these observations and on the
tion to "liberate
“liberate the individual"
individual” dividual, whatever his role at any should approach their critique truth, on the other hand, is what basis · of a nontheistic worldand education to instill morals. given moment may be, is God- of faculty efforts to integrate we know in our hearts. It is view, the scientist begins to draw
private and has to do with our conclusions about the nature of
ed given. We are created not as faith and learning with a strong
In each of these citations, edinnermost feelings about God man and his meaning in the unicritique,
mindless
pieces
to
be
manipulated
sense
of
humility.
The
ucation is seen as a phenomenon
and His love for us. In this in- verse that we need to recognize
be
offered
in
whatever
way
will
serve
pragany
criticism,
should
in
that must be forced upon the infaith.'
'I am stance the professor is telling the · the threat to our Christian faith.’
dividual by structural . circumcircum matic ends but with minds capa- from this point of view; T
student to believe what he must This is saying something that is
b_Ie
of
making
choices
and
deciyoung,
I
have
ble
not
yet
arrived,
stances of the culture in which
believe about God in spite of radically different. I hope that
he lives. Career counseling, govgov sions. Why do students deny I have much to learn, and, I
scientific evidence, even if that students will recognize the difthemselves
this
dignity
by
relaxmay
even
make
my
mistakes
in
ernment affiliated organizations,
evidence seems to contradict our ference. I hope professors will
intellectuals, civil rights groups ing into prescribed roles of white judgement with regard to these faith simply because science is as well.
collar worker, political activist, very difficult questions.'
questions.’
Chuck Anderson
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Dear Editors,
I am not now nor have I
ever been a teacher of ‘rapelling’
'rapelling'
‘Gallagher joins
(sic) (See 'Gallagher
English
Dept’, Bagpipe 9/17/82).
EnglishDept',Bagpipe
The mere mention ooff the word,
even when spelled correctly, is
enough to make any alpinists s~
blood boil (even at these low
altitudes).
In the last four weeks
weeks
since my arrival at Covenant I
have been asked to explain
the difference between rock
climbing and rappelling by
countless, or at least un-counted,
people, and I would like to set
the record straight here in the
Bagpipe.
Bagpipe,

Please see the following
chart:

Rock Climbing
The Ascencion
Correct Reformed Doctrine
Protestant work ethic
Chess
The Boston Marathon
The Clash
Benvenuto Cellini
Mt Everest
Truth

Rappelling
Back-sliding
Liberal Theology
Immediate Gratification
Checkers
Tying Shoelaces
R.E.O . Speedwagon
R.E.O.
Mr. Bill
Holes in the ground
groun d
Falsehood

Thank you for the chance
to clear up this matter.
John Gallagher
Rock-climbing and
Backpacking Instructor
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DECLAIMING
LAIMING THE WORLD
REC.
Healing Between the
the Sexes
by David Mills

SENATE SETS
BUDGET

last issue
continued from l~t

except for one thing, the man ret_umed
returned the
By now, the account from India looked pretty good, excep~
rewoman back to God a second time and the woman has retahdated
retalidated by never fully restonng
restoring the re
brok~n
little heart be broken
lationship. Oh, she came back alright, but just how many times could her !ittle
before she began to roam around l~e
like ~
an object ins~ead
instead of a person? She still loved the man, still
man, and still felt sem1-ob1ect
semi-object and semi-person.The man had a real problem because
wanted the man
he could not make up his mind. The woman had an even bigger pro'?lem
problem becau~
because s~e
she h~d,
had, among
man and a lack of real secunty.
security. The pomt
point is this: everyother things, a broken heart, a mixed-up .rnan
time man hurts his woman, he also hurts himself.
Books concerning problems of relationships, communication, and marriages are rolling off
American presses by the hundreds in an attempt to solve these issues because the ~roblems
problems are
too rampant. However, the problem lies in two main areas which the biblical and Indian accounts
ha~ he/
suggest; lack of respect and love. Let the reader ask himself or herself how many divorces has
marufest
she known of due to a lack of respect and love. Let it be known that these problems manifest
themselves not just in divorces but practically every area of life. The entire question is almost
. .
completely ethical and demands the serious attention of all 'thinking'
‘thinking’ persons.
woman, whom man still so fondly picks upon, is talking more than ever. This 1s
is because
The woman
she has a soul that needs to be heard and not because she just gabs to be gabbing. Futhermore,
it is taken for granted on a wide-scale that women are as cunning and as cold as ever. But I ask,
should that not be the case with so much continual rejection in their lives taking place? And man,
big egotisical man, his ego is really big until it comes to two items; when a woman puts him down
and when he realizes he has been foolishly wrong. As a result of the compounded fractures
between male and female, many are affected by and maintain a host of problems.
Multiply one problem by another and both sexes are now seen hurting each other. Instead
of problems being solved by means of retaliation most researchers suggest _aa little respect along
with love would do just fine. When and if a man truly respects a womari
woman he will then ac~owledge,
acknowledge,
as well as appreciate her for what the Lord God made her. If he respects her he will love her,
listen to her, and help her grow as a human being. On the other side of the story the woman
Futherwould do well to respect the man in order to help him overcome his well-known failures. Futher
more by respecting him, she will force him to respect her in such a manner that life can be a joyful
experience, lessening the sorrow of pain and sin.
Naturally, problems due to sin will remain. But I ask, if painful experiences are tackled with
honesty, respect, and love will not these experiences become occasions for growth instead of
turning into emotional scars that require eons to heal?
One last matter needs to be stated. The Lord God created man and woman to be happy,
and this happiness is to exist in relationships. Whatever affects one person, inadvertanly affects
the other. Working together, cooperating together, male and female together, we will be able to
God’s children will join hands and sing in the words of the old
speak up the day when all of God's
‘Free at last, free at last, thank God Almighty we are free at last.'
last.’
negro spiritual, 'Free

by David Reiter

proThe concern over the pro
The Student Senate met
23rd,
at noon on September 23
rd, per use of funds stemmed in
manner_ part from a rumor that a~ club
and began discussing the manner
dmner,
in which it will distribute the last year ate a steak dinner,
stu- possibly on Student Senate
twenty thousand dollars of stu
dent activity fees collected over funds.
A motion was also passed
pa$ed
registration.
The bulk of the money which will give intramurals 100
goes to the various organizations dollars. Before the motion was
com made, Paul Morton said that he
of cultural affairs, social com'that we should fund them,
com- felt ‘that
mittee, spiritual affairs com
mittee, the Bagpipe, and the but the administration must
aren’t capable of fundfund
Tartan, as well as 150 dollars know we aren't
everyone.’
to each class. The remainder, ing everyone.'
Although the baseball
around four thousand dollars,
fr?m
is under the jurisdiction of the team receives 1000 dollars from
Senate to be distributed to clubs the administration, a motion
was passed giving the team
and other causes.
The Senate was concerned 250 dollars. Lord Lyall said
that the money it distributes is he wished the administration
'would either not fund them at
handled properly once in the Svould
adequately.'
Dave all, . or fund them adequately.’
hands ooff the · clubs.
Steve Smallman said that
'the clubs have
Gutillo said that ‘the
approach
a way of meeting students'
students’ many people had been a~proachmem- ing him concerned with the
needs.' However all the mem
needs.’
library.'
'excessive noise in the library.’
bers agreed that the clubs must ‘excessive
to put up a
be careful not to misuse the The Senate agreed to
atmosnotice stating that the atmos
privileges they have.
Dean Barn'
Bar~.' Loy suggested phere in the library should be
that the faculty advisor ooff a club conducive to studying.
should be involved in preparing
the budget and that an itemized
list of the budget be required
A
when requesting funds.
motion was passed which will
rerequire this of all clubs re
questing money.

A V O ID IN G WASTE
AVOIDING
IN THE GREAT HALL
by Kimberley Harris
Food is always a highly
cam
controversial subject on the campus of Covenant College. Dinner
just wouldn't
wouldn’t be the same withwith
out at least three jokes about
what’s
what's walking, slipping, or
one’s plate. However,
dying on one's
there is more to the subject of
it’s place in
food than just it's
dinner conversation. Often the
casual joking turns into
serious talk about a more imporimpor
tant aspect of
o f Food Service,
the waste.
The kitchen puts out three
re
meals daily, working from recipes designed for quantity
cooking. However, since even
stu
the most faithful meal-plan student misses meals once in a
while, the number of cafeteria
There
customers always varies. Therefore,, instead of being able to
fore
cook a set amount for every
es
meal, the kitchen help must estimate how many people will be
in ttoo eat and cook an amount
Past experience
accordingly.
with a meal influences the decideci
sion as to how much to prepare.
For instance, if everyone in line
asks for only a plate, and then
hits the salad bar full force, obob
viously it wouldn’t
wouldn't be too wise
to make a double portion the
next time that meal is prepared.
est
Usually meal-planning estimation works well, but when

it is miscalculated, the leftover
food meets one of two ends. If
it is something that can be easily
revised for a future meal, the
leftovers will be dated and refrigrefrig
erated or frozen for future use.
However, if it cannot be altered
and re-served, or if the revised
meal still leaves leftovers, then
the food gets thrown away.
One of the most common
statements made by students
with regard to this subject is
that if the food was better, they
wouldn’t
wouldn't have to throw so much
away. It is true, some meals
leave much to be desired,
however, that is what the Food
Committee Representatives on
each floor are for. Students
tell them what they think should
be improved, and the Committee
works to get something done
about it. One must remember
also, that the kitchen is on a
budget;; a budget that
limited budget
got cut even lower this year.
It is almost inevitable
that most of
o f the blame for food
waste goes to Food Service.
responCertainly, the kitchen is respon
sible for the amount of food
that goes into the food line
every meal, but what many
don’t realize is that most of the
don't
be
waste does not come from behind the food counter.
Food Service is under

there’s
there's seven at our table, so co-operate on
the problem----of
ot
O!l th
we'll get enough for nine, just food waste.
we’ll
wa~e. Students need to
in case'?
case’?
Well, the 'just
‘just in leam
t_aking·too
to avoid taking
to o much
learn ·to
be- and then throwing it away.
case’
case' too often turns out to be
leftovers that no one can or The kitchen needs to listen to
kit- the Food Committee Represen
· wants to eat, and that the kit
Represenchen cannot take back. Food tatives, for they are the means
waste would decline rapidly if by which the students can voice
there was more honesty on the their views and choices regarding
regarding
student's behalf as to how many the kitchen. Food waste can be
student’s
tho-re
there really are at a table.
table. reduced if students and staff
Seconds are easier to get on work together to
prot o solve a pro
This law covers a lot more Sundays than any other day of blem that affects everyone.
than one might expect. For the week, so there’s
there's no reason
instance, if one drops three to take more than necessary the
dispen first time through. Too often
pieces of bread from the dispenfinds one he likes, it ends up being thrown away
ser before he fmds
those three pieces must be because it doesn’t
doesn't taste like one
However, the thought it would, or there was
thrown away.
meal which this law really just too much after all.
affects is the Sunday familystu· Food Service and the stu
style dinners. How often does
'Well. dents need to communicate and
hear the phrase, ‘Well,
one hear·

Georgia Health laws, and no
matter what the circumstances,
they must act in accordance
with those laws. One ooff the
most important laws, the one
that affects us the most, is the
policy regarding food that has
left the serving line. Once a
food item has been touched
or put out on a table, it must
be eaten or thrown away.
away.
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THE -WALL
PINK FLOYD ."THE
REVIEW
W ALL
REELS IN REVIEW·
•

by Gray Matthews
Pink is married now, and
in seFlashbacks are used m
se as is the telephone, the tele
tele- legitimate statement coming to
‘So ya...thought
ya ...might
ya ... thought ya...might
'So
Pink's father in vision, people, the church, the us as a scream for help. As
t o the show. To his wife is sleeping with a quences showing Pink’s
to ... go to
like to...
tum a
off concon peace demonstration organizer. war scenes. Parker juxtaposes government, sex, clothes, etc. Christians we must not turn
he warm thrill o
feel tthe
The most memorable song, deaf ear on such a voice. We
fusion,, that space cadet glow.'
glow.’ Pink, by taking in everything shots of Pink floating in a blood
fusion
star red swimming pool with battle in fact, is titled ‘Another
'Another Brick must listen to the ones, and see
Well, I did go to the show, around him in his drive to starriot ing fans in the Wall.’
must not become
in- the tears. We {!lust
Wall.' Other songs in
wann dom, has now become numb scenes. Also, the rioting
t o feel that waim
maybe not to
in- clude:
t o the suffering of the
'numb' to
World', ‘numb’
'Goodbye Cruel World’,
elude : ‘Goodbye
thrill or to leave glowing like and dull. He is hardened by all are likened to the noise and in
battles.
lost . The philosophy behind the
‘Comfortably
Waiting lost.
Numb ', “'Waiting
'Comfortably Numb’,
a space cadet. Nevertheless I he sees around him and retreats sanity of war battles.
joke. It
fa d, or a joke.
wall is not a fad,
for
the
Worms’,
‘Stop’,
‘What
'What
,
'Stop'
,
Worms'
...sort of. within himself. Stage door sex
went, and I liked it
it...sort
The critics did not give
These is serious. Whether we like the
‘Pink Floyd The Wall'
Wall’ was no longer tempts him. The favorable reviews, on the aver
Now'.
'Pink
aver- Shall We Do Now’.
produced and directed by one of screaming and applauding fans age.
I was disappointed in titles are a good example of movie or the music is not the
essenmy favorite directors, Alan only nauseate him. Looking several reviews that I read, for the painful aching of its writers essential question. The essen
tial
question
is:
What
are
we
as
representatives
a
sickened,
Parker (Midnight Express, Fame, around through dead tired eyes I felt they had written with mis
of
misgenera- going to do about it? About the
Shoot the Moon) and is taken he sees only the absurdity and understanding.
Expecially bitter, and disenchanted genera
despair and helplessness that is
straight from the two year old meaninglessness that pervades 'Newsweek.'
‘Newsweek.’ That critic com
com- tion.
This film is rated R
R and genuinely felt by modern youth.
album by the group our society. He has fought to pared it to some rock films of
hit record albwn
‘The Wall'.
Wall’. remain sane and human but has the sixties.
Pink Floyd, entitled 'The
He also called contains some nudity and a lot Will we hear the cry for help
'Hey
violence . as witnessed in the song ‘Hey
Pink Floyd is a rock group found himself squeezed into the it 'poppish
of (not overpowering) violence.
‘poppish nihilism.’
nihilism.'
You’:
nudity
is
not
condoned
in
You':
The
of superlative talent, they are worlds vice grips, till finally
I can understand his two
not a person. They are people. he is put on trial for having points, in a sense, but I believe the film as good, and does not
Hey you! with your ear
human
feelings.
He
is
caught.
They are: Roger Waters, David
Wall' promote promiscuity. The film
'The Wall’
he is wrong. First, ‘The
against the wall
a
does
director,
the
Parker,
emptiis
trying
to
show
the
empti
Gilmour, Nick Mason, and
bumt-out rock star,
is about a burnt-out
Waiting for someone to
ness
and
shallowness
of
a
lack
Richard Wright. All the lyrics splendid job in creating visually like some of
o f the themes in a
call out, would you touch
o f the album. The
were written by Waters, except the emotion of
60’s movies. However, the of morals in these semi-nude
few 60's
message
me
and
hopelessness
of
scenes.
three songs in which Gilmour
80’s is a vastly different decade scenes.
80's
beHey
you! out there be
is
fills
theatre
it
as
the
despair
The
violence
is
a
strong
The violence
lent his penned assistance.
in terms of where the youth
yond
the
wall
on
the
portrayed
surrealistically
Wall', because
'The Wall’,
The movie is totally
Wall theme in ‘The
The Wall
are, and in following The
...can
can you help me.
...
It is a venture into goes much further and deeper violence
as
suggested as
been suggested
has been
violence has
adapted from the album. All of screen.
goes
much
further
and
deeper
the
logical
reaction
to
the
psy
psythe
to
reaction
logical
the
philosophy.
and
the songs on the two record sadness from beginning to end. in its statement
statement and philosophy.
neurosis of
Pink Floyd The Wall is
Shot in England, Parker And
sunof aa sunand neurosis
chopathy and
the chopathy
'poppish', the
is ‘poppish’,
it is
set are in the movie, in addition
And even
even if
if it
stricken
society
living
in
ab
being
shown at Plaza 58 and the
ac fact
abin
living
society
stricken
be
cannot
nihilistic
is
it
that
to a couple of new Pink Floyd definitely used a Dickens-ian acfact that it is nihilistic cannot be
normality.
The
Showcase
theatres.
It won’t
won't
theatres.
of
insaneness
refilm
This
lightly.
taken lightly.
songs composed, apparently, exex cent on the schoolroom scenes. taken
This film re
modern
life
is
fanatically
built
be
fun,
but
it
is
worth
seeing.
seeing.
built
fanatically
is
life
modern
sentiand
feelings
the
assistance.. The children are treated like presents
clusively for narrative assistance
presents the feelings and senti
The Wall..‘did
Wall . .'did it need to
of
wall of
all-looming wall
an all-looming
into an
This film definitely sheds some machines and are churned and ments of
people into
young people
of aa lot
lot of
of young
despair,
aa wall
that
must
be be so high?’
high?'
must
that
wall
despair,
so
more
even
and
America
light in understanding the cranked out into society as in
in America and even more so
The wall
be
must be
wall must
down. .The
torn down.
may torn
we may
album.
It cleared up some mannequins. The expressionless, Europe. As
Christians, we
As Christians,
attacked
and
destroyed.
destroyed.
and
attacked
or
music
of
kind
parts, that I had trouble interinter piggy, masks they wear are quite not
this
not like
like this kind of music or
preting, I know. There is rela
rela- discomforting.
So, why should anyone see
movie, but we cannot take
tively no dialogue in the film.
surrealis- it's
Parker takes a surrealis
it’s message lightly. It was not this film? What would make one
The Wall'
Wall’ is basically tic approach by filming scenes written lightly.
'The
want to subject oneself to such
.
bumt-out rock star who in unnatural conditions and set
about a burnt-out
So...what
setSo ...what is the wall? This a depressing experience?
is fading in and out of reality as tings, frequently cutting to Wall is made up of individual
It’s
It's not easy watching such
he tries to make some kind of dream-like states which seem to bricks. Brick by brick. The a film as Pink Floyd the Wall,
sanity for himself. It traces his be centered in Pink's
Impor
Pink’s mind. He bricks are constructed of all the but I feel it is important. lmporin- does take some artistic license 'normalness'
rise to fame, looking at the in
‘normalness’ of life bringing into tant solely because here is a
fluence his early education had and changes some things in the being of absurd wall of despair
on him. Also, the death of his film in relation to the record. that entraps Pink (and others)
WW Il
II plays a key But these are minor changes, in · a throbbing nightmare and
father during WW
role in his character makeup. like the television shows going piercing desolation, while block
blockThe boy, later to be rock star, on in the background, etc. ing out any hope of salvation or
is named Pink. He is played Overall he does justice to the escape to a more sane and mean
meanby Bob Geldorf ((of
of the Boom- original art of Pink Floyds'
Floyds’ ingful existence. Education is
town Rats, a punk rock group) album.
just another brick in the wall,
in the movie.
by Bennie Howell

S C O T S TRIED
SCOTS
A
N D TRUE
AND

M
R A D IC A L EVANGELIS
EVANGELISM
A PLEA FOR RADICAL
Gomik
by Mark Gornik
‘The Wall'
Wall’ is a popular
'The
film which chronicles the despair
and nihilism of it's
it’s central charchar
I believe that
acter, Pink.
through the music and imagery
o f Pink Floyd, we come face to
of
cul
face with the white youth culture in America.
today’s white
Much of today's
youth who have stepped out of
‘American Dream’
Dream'
line from the 'American
are essentially at the point of
Pink. Though many have not
faced up to the total despair
o f Pink, they inevitably will
of
have to. Sadly, many of those
Pink's emoemo
who have reached Pink’s
tional point are dead from their
own hand. Our high schools
are actual volcanoes waiting to
errupt. For most non-Christian
high school students hate, greed,
materialism, violence, sex, drug
use and alcoholism are the
standard for personal and
aver
communal existence. The average life of a high school student
is a disaster, reaped from our
society.
The question oorr answer
usually given for this lifestyle
“why not?'
not?’ One of the major
is 'why
reasons for this is that the
Christian church has continually
neglected and rejected the youth

use

of the culture. This has taken
place in the form of either a
total non-acceptance of nonChristians or by a general
organizational insensitivity to
people.
Clearly the only hope lies
in Jesus Christ. However, Christ
is not a marketable product
or something to be peddled, as
most youth evangelism typically
is. As ministers of the new
covenant, we are not given the
Christ’s
privilege of reducing Christ's
work and person to a tract
handed out durng lunch time.
The church has constantly
imposed a white middle class
morality upon youth (i.e. cut
your hair or stop smoking etc.),
at times making conformity to
such legalisms a condition for
Yet more often,
salvation.
conformity is a prerequisite for
the participation in the body.
'self
It is no wonder that with ‘self
image’ being the biggest problem
image'
for teenagers nationally - that
America’s
America's youth are outside of
the church.
To change things, (i.e.
reform),, we must follow Christ's
Christ’s
reform)
example of going to and living
with non-Christians.
non.Christians. In cliche
‘meet
terminology, we must 'meet

at.'
people where they are at.’
We must proclaim the whole
gospel to the whole man. But
to minister with any concrete
effectiveness, we must provide
an alternative culture or peer
group, the church.
‘The Wall’
Wall' is very much
'The
worth seeing especially if you
are not motivated or awakened
to the nihilism ooff the youth
to the
culture. As one goes to
film, note the youth who are
flocking to this movie, and ask
yourself how you may be a
change agent, with integrity.
I have always found H.R.
Rookmaaker’s
outline
for
Rookmaaker's
change highly accurate to my
perception of various situations.
They are to: weep, pray, think,
and act. No substitute exists for
the despair and desperation of
compassion
our youth, except compassionChrisate, caring and involved Chris
tians, proclaiming Christ. See
Wall' , but also
'The Wall’,
and enjoy ‘The
weep.

The Covenant Classic was
a classic in every sense of the
word as the Scots won the
tournament after being eliminat
eliminated from the final last year by
UTC. The teams invited this
year were not bushwhackers
invited from some town in
Tennessee such as Greenville or
Bristol but the two most power
powerful teams in the south-- rated
number 1 preseason University
of Alabama at Huntsville, Berry
College from Athens, Georgia
which rated number 2 in the
areaarea-- and Tenn. Tech, being
·
the weaker team.
The first upset of the
tournament came in the first
game when Berry downed UAH
3-0.
The upset was more in the
rankings because Berry showed
a lot ooff poise and style as they
frustrated UAH by letting them
go back to their hotel without
a goal in their bag. The Fighting
Scots had to struggle in the
second game against Tenn. Tech
which wanted revenge from last
years 6-1 thrashing and an
injured goalie. The 2-0 win for
Covenant was somewhat deceiv
deceiving because Berry already
thought they had the 1st place
trophy in their showcase. Some
of the guys were starting to
think the same but at the same
time they would have to play
out of their minds. Saturday
UAH got their revenge and
Tenn.
3rd place by blowing Tenn.
Tech off of the field 9-1. At four

o’clock,
o'clock, Scotland Yard was
packed with fans who crossed
their fingers and whispered a
prayer that this game would
not be a repetition of the first.
Michael Lochstampfor had the
fans taking their hats off when
his shot passed two defenders
and took a bounce over the
goalie. Berry came back to tie
it but both Berry and the fans
were realizing
r.ealizing that the game was
going to be alot closer than they
h alf,
had thought. In the second half,
the Scots played like they
belonged in the same field
was_
with Berry. The passing was#
superb and the Scots defense
was frustrating the Berry
Imports by not letting them
dribble and shoot.
Carl
Wiersema headed in a beauty
in, leaving Berry’s
emptrBerry's goalie emptyhanded. Berry came back to tie
overmaking the game go into over
time which ended with a lot of
of
close shots but no change in the
score.
Scott Whitted decided
who was going to take the
trophy by stopping three pen
penalty kicks that left the Berry
players wondering if they knew
how to kick penalties.

